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Abstract

Information security is based on access control models and cryptographic techniques� These

are well established areas of research in computer security� but are not capable of supporting

development of comprehensive information security within organizations� There is a need to study

upper level issues and to provide with organizational mechanisms to identify security enforcement

mechanisms and specify policies that coordinate these mechanisms� This paper summarizes one

such framework and identi�es major components and critical success factors of the approach�

� Introduction

Computer security is based on access control models and modern cryptography� Research in formal
access control models started at early ����s� when Bell and LaPadula published their model ��� that
triggered signi�cant amount of research leading to other similar models such as Biba model for integrity
�
� and other lattice based security models ���� and other access control models� such as ���� and to
models that used advanced languages to specify access control rules� such as ����� A signi�cant area
of recent research are role based access control models ���� Well established research in access control
models also lead to the evaluation of secure systems according to di�erent criteria� the most signi�cant
being the U�S� DoD Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria �TCSEC	 ���� also known as �Orange
Book��

In ���� Di�e and Hellman published their article that introduced public key cryptography ���
This� together with the increasing interest in secure communications over networks� lead to a quickly
expanding area of research in cryptographic techniques� As access control models are the foundation for
security in centralized systems� cryptography is the foundation for secure communications over insecure
networks� Research in cryptography lead to several cryptographic models� employing both private keys�
such as DES ��� and SPEED ��
�� and public key systems such as RSA ���� and ElGamal cryptosystem
���� Also� several tools evolved for other applications of cryptography� such as provision of digital
signatures and advanced authentication methods ����� Recent research also suggests combination of
encryption and digital signatures in order to improve e�ciency of protection �����
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Access control and cryptographic models focus on provision of secure operation of a system based
on certain operational criteria� known as security policy� Access control models enforce a formal access
control policy and cryptographic models enforce security based on policy� usually expressed as one
ore more cryptographic keys� From an organizational point of view� both foundations of computer
security focus on lower layer activities and do not address issues that are critical in the organizational
coordination of computer security� that is management of information security� Access control and
cryptographic models provide security at layers � and 
 in the elaboration stack of information security
���� but do not address upper layer issues that are essential in the development of secure systems �����

This paper provides a comprehensive framework for the management of information security� that
is to study information security at higher layers in the elaboration stack� This is essential in order to
provide with organizational coordination for the application of security models and to guarantee that
speci�cation and implementation of security enforcement measures are cost�e�ective� consistent and free
of con�ict� hence� to provide with adequate security�

The paper begins by the introduction of an architecture for the management of information security
in section �� After this� areas identi�ed in the architecture shall be analyzed in detail in section ��
The approach shall be critically analyzed in section 
� and conclusions shall be drawn and directions
highlighted for future work in section ��

� Management architecture

From a wide point of view� information security can be seen as a provision of protection measures up
to ecological and social facets of information systems ����� From a practical and research point of view�
the scope needs to be narrowed� Within this paper� management of information security is seen as a
speci�cation and enforcement of information security meta policies that coordinate actual information
security policies ����� The upper and lower boundary of the duties of the managerial information security
personnel need clearly de�ned boundaries� that can be speci�ed as follows�

Upper boundary can be seen as the formulation of information security requirements based on infor�
mation security objective set by the top management� Information security objectives are informal
statements regarding to the desirable security of operations and are usually based on di�erent na�
tional and international laws� agreements� standards and organizational business objectives�

Lower boundary is in the speci�cation of di�erent security policies based on the upper layer security
requirements� From a managerial point of view� it is assumed that once identi�ed and speci�
�ed� security enforcement mechanisms can be implemented in a manner that enforces the desired
security�

This is also illustrated in �gure �� Duties of the management include formulation of security require�
ments based on organizational security objectives� and harmonizing ���� these requirements in order to
reduce their level of abstraction step by step� and to optimize them in order to improve cost�e�ciency
of protection� This includes speci�cation of di�erent harmonization� optimization� consistency and cor�
rectness criteria for information security requirements� Typically� security requirements originate from
more than one source� and therefore it is essential to specify routines and procedures for resolving po�
tential con�icts that may occur among di�erent requirements� These operations lead to the speci�ed
technical protection measures that can be then implemented by security enforcement mechanisms� such
as access control and cryptographic models�
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Figure �� An architecture for the management of information security

Another track of duties of the management of information security is within the speci�cation of duties
and authorities for the secure operation of systems� Some source suggest that information security is
mostly concerned with the speci�cation of structures of responsibilities within organization ��� and
therefore the importance of delegation of duties and authorities should not be underestimated� The top
management is in charge of secure business operations� and has an authority to set policies that govern
entire organization� This authority and responsibility is then delegated to the information security
personnel that further designs di�erent structures of responsibilities and di�erent non�technical security
enforcement functions� such as user education� to support technical protection measures� Even though
essential� the issue shall not be further considered within this paper but the focus shall be on the
determination of technical policies and mechanisms from high level security objectives�

� Areas of consideration

This section provides with an analysis of critical factors identi�ed in the previous section� The focus
shall be on the speci�cation of technical policies and mechanisms� questions of authority and �soft
policies� such as user education shall ne be considered� First essential facet is the speci�cation of the
security organization� Then� speci�cation of requirements based on security objectives shall be studied�
and the criteria to process requirements shall be studied� Finally� the con�icts of requirements� and
their resolving strategies shall be analyzed�

��� Speci�cation of the organization

Typical organization for information security is hierarchical� The architecture assumed ��gure �	 also
assumes that information security is working under top management and structures and responsibilities
within the organization can be clearly speci�ed� A formal speci�cation for the security development
organization has been given in ����� and is based on two relationships between organizational units� Child
and Parent �relationships� This approaches provides with �exibility to adapt the security development
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model into changing environments� where non�traditional organizational structures may occur� such as
matrix organizations and virtual organizations where hierarchies are �at and rapidly changing�

Relationships are based on the �ow of requirement primitives within the process of harmonizing
of requirements� In large organizations� there are several layers of units until security objectives are
processed into technical security policies and speci�cations of security enforcement mechanisms� From
a wide point of view� the security organization consists of also external entities� such as national and
international operational environment� but as restricted in section �� those issues are out of the scope
of this paper�

Typically� information security policies come on layers ����� and therefore a hierarchy is a logical
model of security organization� Anyhow� as the relationships between units are speci�ed based on
�ows of requirement primitives within the organization� �exibility can be achieved and the model can
be applied to di�erent types of organizations� As the hierarchy changes� the requirements of a given
organizational unit may originate from a varying amount of di�erent sources� and approaches towards
solving potential con�icts of these requirements emerge�

��� Speci�cation of requirements

To support automated analysis of requirements as suggested by ����� information security requirements
should be exactly formulated� Also other models� such as ��� assume that security requirements can be
identi�ed and formulated for analysis� Therefore� it is essential to specify a language for formulation
of security objectives into information security requirements� Information security requirements can be
roughly classi�ed into three ��
�� speci�c� pervasive and non�technical requirements� Speci�c require�
ments are those of the major concern here� They are requirements that can be pointed to any speci�c
computer system or an association within the system� Pervasive and non�technical requirements set� for
example� requirements regarding to the trusted implementation of security mechanisms or non�technical
issues such as user education� As implementation of security enforcement mechanisms is not within the
scope of the management of information security� and as non�technical requirements are not within the
scope of this paper� they shall not be further considered herein�

Communications security is usually seen as a speci�cation of secure association within the system �����
Distributed processes share data over an association� that is an abstraction of a communication channel�
and communications security is concerned with the provision of security enforcement for this association�
Typically� security is provided by speci�cation of processing rules of data� such as encryption� based on
certain possessions of processes� such as keys� Also� criteria can be set for these possessions or processing
rules in order to enforce security� for example by determination of key lengths�

A security requirement can den roughly be seen as a set of associations between processes� and
security speci�cation of this association based on attributes of processes or the association itself� In
addition to the security speci�cation� security requirement should also include speci�cation of accepted
content of that association� Di�erent media may� for example� have di�erent clearance and as di�erent
types of data have di�erent classi�cation� it may be that not all data can be transmitted over di�erent
associations� Therefore� it must be that either the speci�cation includes the restriction of content of an
association or the security speci�cation is conditional based on di�erent attributes�

��� Speci�cation of criteria to process requirements

The major function the the management of information security is the processing of security require�
ments in order to harmonize and optimize them� and in order to assure from correctness� consistency






and other properties of the requirement base� To be independent from the notation for specifying re�
quirements� processing should be carried out by di�erent means� Requirement processing should be
implemented by specifying criteria that can be implemented as functions that map requirements to
modi�ed requirements� The two major types of processing are requirement re�ning processing and
requirement generating processing�

Requirement re�ning processing is to re�ne individual requirements in order to optimize them
by changing the requirement or by adding detail into incomplete requirement primitives� These
criteria are used to harmonize and optimize requirements�

Requirement generating processing is where criteria are used to generate new requirements into
the requirement base� This is mostly used to specify dependencies of requirements� and to specify
dependent requirements that can then be further processed by other processing rules�

Requirement processing can be used to assure from internal or external properties of a requirement
base� Internal properties� such as consistency and optimization� are mostly carried out by require�
ment re�ning processing� whereas external properties� such as dependencies and comprehensiveness of
requirements� are carried out by requirement generating processing�

��� Resolving con�icts of requirements

Information security requirements typically originate from several sources� depending on the organiza�
tion� Also� di�erent requirements may have di�erent priorities� For example� requirements originating
from a national legislation regarding security enforcement should override the organizational require�
ments� Laws and regulations may set minimum or maximum levels of security for certain security
enforcement mechanisms� and no parameter within the organization should violate these requirements�
Within organization� the organizational structure may lead one business unit to get requirements from
more than one upper layer unit� Therefore� it is essential to develop mechanisms to analyze the security
enforcement level of a requirement and to solve potential con�icts in the level enforced by di�erent
requirements�

The process consists of two phases� Assume two requirements that are in potential con�ict� First
is the determination of the security level to be enforced by both requirements� Second phase is the
modi�cation of one or both of these requirements to meet the con�ict solving strategy� Con�ict solv�
ing strategy speci�es the principles for resolving con�icts by determining acceptable modi�cation of
requirements�

For the determination of the security level to be enforced� it is essential to specify security interpre�
tation functions that map requirements into measurable and comparable values� such as security levels�
Based on these security levels� a con�ict solving strategies may be speci�ed and criteria set to modify
one or both of con�icting requirements to be consistent� Three fundamental con�ict solving strategies
can be identi�ed� lower level wins� higher level wins� or hybrid strategies� Lower level wins �strategy
can be used� for example� to meet the requirements set by di�erent laws to restrict applications of
cryptography� Each requirement with the restricted security enforcement mechanism is analyzed with
a requirement that sets the maximum key length� and if higher key length is identi�ed� it is returned
to the maximum length allowed by law�

Maximum level enforcement can be used� for example� in the opposite case� Assume that there is
a minimum level of security by encryption� set by key length� that each association must satisfy� This
can be set as a basic requirement� and each requirement where an association is protected by that
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mechanism is compared to the basic requirement and if shorter keys are found� the attributes specifying
the minimum key length are updated to meet the minimum requirement� To provide with �exibility�
di�erent hybrid criteria can be based on di�erent logics to set processing principles�

� Analysis of the approach

If successfully implemented� the framework presented in this paper has application in several areas
of information security� The direct applications are in the development of comprehensive information
security in organizations� and due to formal approach taken in ���� the requirement processing can be
at least partially automated� Further applications are in the comparison of a given organization to a
prede�ned security criteria� Typically� information security has been based on risk analysis ��� but this
would enable evaluation of the security of complete information systems� hence improving the level of
security management� This might also be of interest of� for example� organizations that are analyzing
security of di�erent providers of outsourcing services� or by insurance companies willing to estimate
whether the security level of their client is acceptable for insurance purposes�

There are� though� several critical success factors for the framework that need to be considered before
extensive applications� First is �exibility� Typically� organizations vary from structure and from the
nature of information security requirements� Therefore� it is essential the organizational security models
based on this framework can reach the adequate �exibility to meet di�erent needs� The formulation
of requirement harmonization ���� sets only minimum restrictions for the organizational structure� and
later research suggests that requirements and requirement processing criteria can be set to be �exible
enough to meet needs of di�erent organizations�

Another essential success factor is the feasibility of the model� As any formal approach� this frame�
work also restricts the scope of setting and processing information security requirements� As analyzed
earlier� the focus is mostly on speci�c requirements and di�erent tools are needed for analysis of perva�
sive and non�technical requirements� Such requirements can be set as attributes of processes and hence
included in the framework� but automated analysis of their properties may not be easily applicable� As
these requirements are supporting requirements for speci�c security requirements� it is believed that
this restriction is not too strong for the application for the model�

Third success factor is the development of top�down tools to support application of the framework�
Development of information security is typically a top�down process� and not fully carried out by
information security specialists� but communication among di�erent peer groups is needed� Therefore�
success application of the framework presented here need supporting graphical top�down tools� Similarly
than in system engineering� there is a need to tools that can be used and understood by di�erent
technical and non�technical personnel groups� and that support the framework presented herein� Also�
it is essential to identify the parts that can be automated� and develop tools that support automated
analysis of requirements� As the process�association �model suggests� traditional structured� data��ow
based system development tools might be applicable also in the development of secure systems� Further�
recent trends suggest that Object oriented modeling tools are taking over structured analysis tools� and
should also be considered in the security context�

� Conclusions and areas for further research

A framework has been proposed for the development of comprehensive information security in organi�
zations� that is to support management of information security� The focus has been on the formulation
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and processing of information security requirements� based on high level security objectives� in order to
reduce abstraction� improve cost�e�ciency� consistency and other properties of the requirement base�
and in order to solve con�icts of di�erent requirements� This framework consists of several major areas
that each need to be considered� The success of the approach is based on the several issues analyzed
within this paper�

The paper also identi�es several areas for further research� Each component analyzed can be analyzed
in detail� and preliminary solutions provided can be further developed and interfaces between di�erent
components can be analyzed in detail� Management of information security as a whole is a large subject�
and models such as ���� suggest a very wide point of view� where the areas of research expand widely
also to non�traditional areas of research in computer science� Therefore� it has been an intentional
choice within this paper to restrict on issues that have direct relationship to the speci�cation of meta
policies that coordinate actual technical security policies� From the layered security policy model ����
point of view� this means that focus is on administrative security policies� and in their relationships to
upper and lower layer policies�

Of course� the nature of di�erent levels of security policies is a controversial issue� It is clear that
the security policy objective is of very informal nature� and technical security policies are formal in
order to automate their enforcement� and to enable analysis of security� The major contribution of this
paper has been identi�cation of components that have a major impact on the formulation of security
requirements to satisfy security policy objectives� and to identify components needed in the automated
analysis of security at organizational level�
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